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Town of Brunswick, Maine
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
85 UNION STREET

BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

CONSERVATION COMMISSION AGENDA
SITE VISIT
TUESDAY, JULY 23, 2019, 4:30 P.M.

1. Site Visit: The Conservation Commission will hold a site walk at 83 Meadow Road at the request of
Insley Meadows LLC, in reference to the conservation easement for the Insley Meadows Subdivision
application submitted by Site Design Associates to create a residential open space subdivision with
four (4) lots for future single dwelling units. The subject lot (Map 43, Lot 1) is within the RP1 (Rural
Protection 1) Zoning District and contains the Shoreland Protection Overlay (SPO) Zoning District with the SPO-SP (Shoreland Protection Overlay Stream Protection Subdistrict and SPORP (Shoreland Protection Overlay Resource Protection Subdistrict).

MISSION STATEMENT

Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (207-725-6660) with any questions or
comments. Individuals needing auxiliary aids for effective communications, please call 725-6659 or TTY 725-5521

The mission of the Brunswick Conservation Commission is to serve the Brunswick community by
advocating for conservation values and stewarding our ecologically rich natural communities
and open spaces.
OBJECTIVES
The Conservation Commission serves the community of Brunswick by promoting land conservation to benefit Brunswick residents and visitors; fostering the conservation of open space, habitat
and ecological values; advocating for the appropriate protection, development, or use of open
spaces in town; providing educational outreach to residents on local and regional conservation
and ecological issues; coordinating with town departments, committees, and local organizations
in support of conservation efforts; and overseeing the management of town-owned conservation
lands and interests.
Primary Priorities for 2019:
1. Address regrowth of Fitzgerald Park brush and trees especially the northern part of the
parcel.
2. Revisit discussions with the Parks and Recreation Department and continue to be involved in other conservation management activities for Captain Fitzgerald Park, including planning next steps for conservation management and review management.
3. Forward an update on the work the Commission has done at Fitzgerald Park and their
hopes for Fitzgerald to the Town Council and the Parks and Recreation Department.
4. Continue to work on targeted invasive species efforts (current efforts: Fitzgerald Park,
Furbish Preserve, Western Sawtooth). Revisit the knotweed at Captain Fitzgerald in the
early spring.
5. Revisit and review management and stewardship needs and priorities for other townowned conservation properties, using the Conservation Commission’s Inventory for
guidance. Regular review of town-owned properties that are not tied to the Recreation
Department or other town entities
Ongoing Priorities
1. Conduct scheduled easement monitoring.
2. Follow up with the Council and Town Manager on short-term actions and priorities. Prepare and present the Annual Report.
3. Provide more information to the public regarding the value of open space.
4. Communications with other Brunswick Commissions, and affiliate conservation entities
such as BTLT.

Town of Brunswick, Maine
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
85 UNION STREET

BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

CONSERVATION COMMISSION AGENDA
BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
TUESDAY, JULY 23, 2019, 7:00 P.M.

1. Joint Meeting with Planning Board: The Conservation Commission will hold a joint meeting with
the Planning Board to review the conservation easement for the Insley Meadows Subdivision application submitted by Site Design Associates on behalf of Insley Meadows, LLC to create a residential
open space subdivision with four (4) lots for future single dwelling units at 83 Meadow Road. The
subject lot (Map 43, Lot 1) is within the RP1 (Rural Protection 1) Zoning District and contains
the Shoreland Protection Overlay (SPO) Zoning District with the SPO-SP (Shoreland Protection Overlay Stream Protection Subdistrict and SPO-RP (Shoreland Protection Overlay Resource Protection Subdistrict).

Please call the Brunswick Department of Planning and Development (207-725-6660) with any questions or
comments. Individuals needing auxiliary aids for effective communications, please call 725-6659 or TTY 725-5521

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Brunswick Conservation Commission is to serve the Brunswick community by
advocating for conservation values and stewarding our ecologically rich natural communities
and open spaces.
OBJECTIVES
The Conservation Commission serves the community of Brunswick by promoting land conservation to benefit Brunswick residents and visitors; fostering the conservation of open space, habitat
and ecological values; advocating for the appropriate protection, development, or use of open
spaces in town; providing educational outreach to residents on local and regional conservation
and ecological issues; coordinating with town departments, committees, and local organizations
in support of conservation efforts; and overseeing the management of town-owned conservation
lands and interests.
Primary Priorities for 2019:
1. Address regrowth of Fitzgerald Park brush and trees especially the northern part of the
parcel.
2. Revisit discussions with the Parks and Recreation Department and continue to be involved in other conservation management activities for Captain Fitzgerald Park, including planning next steps for conservation management and review management.
3. Forward an update on the work the Commission has done at Fitzgerald Park and their
hopes for Fitzgerald to the Town Council and the Parks and Recreation Department.
4. Continue to work on targeted invasive species efforts (current efforts: Fitzgerald Park,
Furbish Preserve, Western Sawtooth). Revisit the knotweed at Captain Fitzgerald in the
early spring.
5. Revisit and review management and stewardship needs and priorities for other townowned conservation properties, using the Conservation Commission’s Inventory for
guidance. Regular review of town-owned properties that are not tied to the Recreation
Department or other town entities
Ongoing Priorities
1. Conduct scheduled easement monitoring.
2. Follow up with the Council and Town Manager on short-term actions and priorities. Prepare and present the Annual Report.
3. Provide more information to the public regarding the value of open space.
4. Communications with other Brunswick Commissions, and affiliate conservation entities
such as BTLT.
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Appendix - Supporting Site Images MGS 7-09-2019.pdf

For CC review at Sandy’s request.
Jared Woolston, AICP
Town Planner
Town of Brunswick
85 Union Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
(207) 725-6660, ext. 4022 (v)
(207) 725-6663 (f)
jwoolston@brunswickme.org
www.brunswickme.org
From: Jared Woolston
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2019 2:25 PM
To: 'Sarah McDaniel' <smcdaniel@douglasmcdaniel.com>; 'Tom Saucier' <tsaucier@sitedesignassociates.biz>; 'Dave
Insley (david.insley@gmail.com)' <david.insley@gmail.com>
Cc: Matt Panfil <mpanfil@brunswickme.org>
Subject: FW: 83 Meadow Road, Brunswick, ME Bluff stability
Below is the memo with supporting attachment from Pete Slovinsky at MGS.
Jared Woolston, AICP
Town Planner
Town of Brunswick
85 Union Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
(207) 725-6660, ext. 4022 (v)
(207) 725-6663 (f)
jwoolston@brunswickme.org
www.brunswickme.org
From: Slovinsky, Peter A <Peter.A.Slovinsky@maine.gov>
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2019 2:18 PM
To: Jared Woolston <jwoolston@brunswickme.org>
Cc: Dickson, Stephen M. <Stephen.M.Dickson@maine.gov>
Subject: 83 Meadow Road, Brunswick, ME Bluff stability
Hi Jared,
This email serves as a memorandum summarizing my site visit on July 09, 2019 to 83 Meadow Road, Brunswick, ME.
1

Past Bluff Mapping ‐ The bluff in the vicinity of the project site was mapped in 2002 (Keblinsky and others, 2002) using
field data collected in 1991 and 2001. Field data collection methods included visual inspection of the bluff from a
watercraft (usually a boat or canoe) while looking for telltale signs of instability – exposed unvegetated bluff, fallen or
leaning trees, evidence of beaches or marshes, etc. Based on the 2002 mapping, the bluff along the project site is
mapped as “stable”. Because this bluff map is over 17 years old, a site inspection was warranted to inspect the property
for bluff stability.
Past Surficial Geology Mapping ‐ Inspection of the effective surficial geology map (Weddle, 2002) simply mapped the
majority of the site as “Pp”, Presumpscot Formation glaciomarine mud.
July 09, 2019 Site Visit ‐ I visited the site at 83 Meadow Road, Brunswick, ME in order to inspect the stability of the
coastal bluffs along the shoreline at the subject parcel. The site visit occurred from approximately 12:30 pm to 1:45
pm. Conditions were partly sunny, warm, and the tide was quite low (low tide was approximately 11:20 am). In
attendance was yourself and Matt Panfil (Town of Brunswick), Chris Baldwin (Cumberland County Soil and Water
Conservation District), Tom Saucier (Site Design Associates), and Mark Cenci (Cenci Geologic, Inc).
Please refer to the supporting figures and photos, attached in the Appendix.
We walked the site, starting at its southwestern corner, near the small creek, and inspected the coastal bluff. The bluff
here is heavily wooded, about 8‐12+ feet in relief, and shows evidence of being unstable. There is clear exposure of clay
and sandy clay material (Presumpscot Formation) in the face of the bluff in this area, with several fallen trees, exposed
roots, bluff toe erosion, and evidence of root creep (bending of the roots in a “U” shape as the tree slides down the bluff
due to gravity and bluff failure). Although the bluff is not considered highly unstable (which typically is so unstable that
it has just exposed sediment with little to no vegetation on the face along with fallen trees), this area is likely the most
unstable along the project site. This area is best visualized in Photos 1 and 2.
To the east, along the southern portion of the site, the bluff lowers in elevation and is fringed by a coastal marsh and
sandy beach. The bluff here is about 8‐10 feet in height, and is not heavily wooded. Vegetation is just along the edge of
the bluff (some small trees) or on the bluff itself (mostly shrubs). This section of coastal bluff also has evidence of clay
and sandy clay sediments. Upon initial inspection from a distance, this section looked to be on the cusp of becoming
unstable. However, upon closer inspection of the bluff face itself, there was clear evidence of groundwater/surface
water seepage in the face of the bluff. This is evidenced by long horizontal cracks in the face of the bluff which form
likely during heavier rain events and spring freeze‐thaw cycles. Sections of this bluff are also undermined and are
undergoing toe erosion. Thus, this section of bluff would be considered unstable, and is clearly influenced by a
combination of groundwater flow and toe erosion. The area of bluff adjacent to the beach also is exposed to the most
fetch (to the south) of this section of coast, which might result in more toe erosion during southerly wind events. This
area is best visualized in Photos 2, 3, 4, and 5.
To the east of this (to the point), there is additional evidence of bluff instability and toe erosion, even though the bluff is
slightly lower, at about 3‐5 feet of relief. The high water line is in contact with the toe of the bluff, causing undermining
and erosion. Roots are exposed, and there is some leaning of trees. A large fallen tree failed as part of a slump block
(where the entire tree, with roots, slides down the bluff as a “block”). This section of bluff is also unstable and is best
viewed in Photos 5, 6, 7.
Around the point, the bluff increases in elevation and instability becomes more pronounced. There are fallen trees,
leaning trees, large, mature trees with root creep (where the root forms a “U” shape as the tree remains somewhat
vertical but slowly slides down the bluff due to gravity and instability), and exposed roots and bluff toe undermining and
erosion. This section of bluff is also unstable. Photos 8 to 11 show this area, and root creep is best shown in Photos 9,
10, and 11.
Conclusion ‐ It is clear that this section of the Brunswick coastline has either undergone changes to the bluff (creating
more instability) than when mapped in 1991 and 2001 or the methodology used to originally map the bluff (inspection
2

of 150 foot segments of the bluff from the water only) led to inaccuracies in stability mapping. Either way, the entire
section of the bluff shoreline that we inspected on July 9, 2019 should be reclassified as unstable. This finding
supersedes the current classification as “stable” from the 2002 map. Please refer to Figure 3 in the “Appendix ‐
Supporting Site Images MGS 7‐09‐2019.pdf”.
Please follow up with any questions.
Cheers,
Peter
Peter Slovinsky, Marine Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry
93 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333
(207) 287‐7173 office
(207) 441‐1965 cell
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Figure 1. 2018 aerial image of the shoreline of the subject parcel. The shoreline of the site consists of relatively steep
sloped bluffs (some heavily wooded) ranging from about 3 feet to over 12 feet in elevation, fringe marsh, beach, and
mudflats. The current MGS Bluff Stability map (MGS Open-File 02-179, Keblinsky and others, 2002) was developed
using mapping from 1991 and 2001. This map depicts the bluff shoreline at the subject parcel as stable.
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Figure 2. 2018 aerial image of the shoreline of the subject parcel showing locations and directions of photographs
captured by MGS during a site visit on 7-09-2019.
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2018 imagery from Maine Geolibrary

Photo 1. View west of a section of coastal bluff in the western portion of the site. Bluffs here are heavily wooded, about
8-12+ feet in relief, comprised of clay, and have a fringe coastal wetland. Note heavily leaning and fallen trees, root
creep, exposed bank, and bank undermining. All of these factors indicate a very unstable bluff. However, a highly
unstable bluff typically has little to no vegetation on it. Thus, this should be classified. Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS (709-2019).

Photo 2. View east-northeast of a lightly wooded (vegetation has been cleared up to the edge of the bluff) section of
coastal bluff about 8-10 feet in relief. Note the lack of mature vegetation along the bluff (except for shrubs) and the
small sandy beach. The elevation of the bluff decreases to the east along this stretch to around 3-5 feet. It is likely
that the beach fronting the bluff is due to erosion of the bluff edge and shedding of sediment. This section of the
bluff (behind the beach) faces due south and is exposed to relatively large fetch. Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS (7-092019).

Toe erosion along bluff
Sandy beach

Photo 3. View northwest of lightly wooded (vegetation has been cleared up to the edge of the bluff) section of coastal
bluff about 8-10 feet in relief. Bluffs along this stretch are comprised of sandy clay. Note the lack of mature vegetation
along the bluff (except for shrubs) and the sandy beach. Also note undermining of the bluff toe. The elevation of the
bluff decreases to the east (to the right) along this stretch to around 3-5 feet. It is likely that the beach fronting the bluff
is due to erosion of the bluff edge and shedding of sediment. Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS (7-09-2019).

Horizontal cracks in bluff face

Toe erosion along bluff

Photo 4. View north of relatively steep lightly wooded
(vegetation has been cleared up to the edge of the bluff)
section of coastal bluff about 8-10 feet in relief. Note the lack
of mature vegetation along the bluff (except for shrubs).
Although difficult to see, the face of the bluff shows definitive
horizontal cracks (which extend multiple feet to the left and
right) in the sandy-clay material just above the orange field
notebook. Such cracks are indicative of seeps, indicating that
water seeps through the field and out of the bluff during high
rain events, and spring melt . Also note undermining of the
bluff toe. The elevation of the bluff decreases to the east (to
the right) along this stretch to around 3-5 feet. It is likely that
the beach fronting the bluff is due to erosion of the bluff edge
and shedding of sediment from toe erosion and water
seepage. As a result of all of these factors, this section of bluff
should be classified as unstable. Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS
(7-09-2019).
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Photo 5. View southwest of slightly larger trees along edge of coastal bluff (most vegetation has been cleared up to the
edge of the bluff) about 6 feet in relief. Bluffs along this stretch are comprised of sandy clay. Note several leaning trees,
undermining of the bluff toe along the whole stretch of bluff, and exposure of tree roots. The high tide interacts with the
toe of this bluff, leading to undermining and erosion. The elevation of the bluff decreases to the east (to the right) along
this stretch to around 3-5 feet. Note rocks piled in foreground. This section of bluff should be classified as unstable.
Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS (7-09-2019).
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Photo 6. View southwest of large fallen tree which was undermined and failed as a slump block (slid down the bluff as
one piece). Although the bluff here is low (only 3-5 feet in elevation), it is being undermined and shedding sandy
sediment onto the mudflat, creating a small beach. Note lack of large stable trees along the low bluff. The high tide
interacts with the toe of this bluff, leading to undermining and erosion. Note rocks piled in foreground. This section of
bluff should be classified as unstable. Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS (7-09-2019).
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Photo 7. View southwest of low coastal bluff (about 3-5 feet in elevation) near the point. Although larger trees remain
vertical, the bank is being undermined and roots exposed. The high tide interacts with the toe of this bluff, leading to
undermining and erosion. This section of bluff should be classified as unstable. Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS (7-092019).
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Photo 8. View northwest of coastal bluff (about 3-5 feet in elevation) around the corner from the point. The relief of the
bluff increases to the northwest. Note undermining of large, mature trees, several leaning trees, exposed roots, and
fallen trees. The high tide interacts with the toe of this bluff, leading to undermining and erosion. This section of bluff
should be classified as unstable. Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS (7-09-2019).
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Photo 9. View southeast of coastal bluff (about 6-8 feet in elevation). Note toe erosion at edge of bluff, numerous
leaning trees with evidence of root creep (the root system “bends” as the tree is pulled down the slope due to gravity
and a failing bluff). The high tide interacts with the toe of this bluff, leading to undermining and erosion. The mudflat
adjacent to the bluff is due to erosion of the bluff toe. This section of bluff should be classified as unstable. Image by
P.A. Slovinsky, MGS (7-09-2019).
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Photo 10. View southeast of coastal bluff (about 6-8 feet in elevation) showing evidence of root creep and bluff
instability. Note toe erosion at edge of bluff, leaning tree and root creep (the root system “bends” as the tree is pulled
down the slope due to gravity). The high tide interacts with the toe of this bluff, leading to undermining and erosion.
This section of bluff should be classified as unstable. Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS (7-09-2019).
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Photo 11. View northwest of coastal bluff (about 8-10 feet in elevation) showing evidence of leaning trees, root creep
and general bluff instability. Note toe erosion at edge of bluff, leaning trees and root creep (the root system “bends” as
the tree is pulled down the slope due to gravity and a failing bluff). The high tide interacts with the toe of this bluff,
leading to undermining and erosion. This section of bluff should be classified as unstable. Image by P.A. Slovinsky, MGS
(7-09-2019).

Figure 3. 2018 aerial image of the shoreline of the subject
parcel and bluff classifications after the 7-09-2019 MGS site
visit. The entire bluff along the subject parcel was originally
designated as stable (Brunswick Quadrangle, Maine, MGS
Open-File No. 02-179, Keblinsky and others, 2002). However,
this mapping was completed based on field work in 1991 and
2001. Field work included visual observation of the bluff from
the water, but not on-the-ground site visits. Field conditions
as observed on 7-09-2019 have clearly changed since initial
mapping was completed at this location. The new mapping
and bluff classification as “unstable” supersedes the
previously mapped “stable” classification. Note that the bluff
appears to be most unstable along its southwestern end, near
the small creek, and along its northeastern bank.
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